### Daly City to Berryessa/North San José

Passenger Load for Week of Monday, August 10 to Friday, August 14, 2020

| DALY | BALPK | GLNPK | 24ST | 16ST | CIVIC | POWEL | MONTG | EMBAR | W OAK | LAKEM | FRTVL | COLIS | SLEAN | BFRAIN | HAY | SHAY | UCTY | FREMT | WMSPR | MILPT | BERRY |
|------|--------|--------|------|------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-----|------|------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
| 0:00 | 5:00   | 6:00   | 0:00 | 0:00 | 0:00  | 0:00  | 0:00  | 0:00  | 0:00  | 0:00  | 0:00  | 0:00  | 0:00  | 0:00  | 0:00  | 0:00 | 0:00 | 0:00 | 0:00  | 0:00  | 0:00  | 0:00  |
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**Table Notes**

- Hours are listed in 15-minute intervals.
- Slight deviations from a minute may occur for operational purposes.
- A maximum variance of 2 minutes from scheduled time is allowable for operational purposes.